Evaluation of a new leg length measurement algorithm in hip arthroplasty.
Leg length inequality after hip arthroplasty is a major source of patient dissatisfaction and dysfunction. Despite numerous reported methods to intraoperatively determine leg length change, it remains a challenge. We developed a reliable and reproducible method to measure leg length change using surgical navigation. The method measures the change in position of the femur relative to the pelvis and the pelvic coordinate system without the need to establish a femoral coordinate system. We replaced 112 hips in 107 patients using the new leg length measurement algorithm. Leg length change measured at surgery was compared with leg length change as measured on magnification-corrected pre- and postoperative radiographs. Compared with radiographically measured leg length change, the leg length changes measured intraoperatively had a mean difference of -0.5 +/- 1.77 mm (range, -5-3.9 mm). We found no difference between radiographic data and navigation data. Leg length change measured using surgical navigation, measuring the change in position of the femur relative to the pelvic coordinate system, without establishing a femoral coordinate system is easy and reliable.